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/. INTRODUCTION
My work comes from my feelings about abortion. It is a difficult
situation for all involved. It is a painful decision for a woman to make, one
which not only affects her life but also that of a fetus and other people close to
her. I wanted to inform others about the chaotic and complicated sadness that
abortion brings to one experiencing it.
A woman may ask, "Why do I have to make this decision? I have
always tried to be a good person. Why me? Why woman? Why not men?
Who's fault is this? I feel trapped, but in who's
trap?"
It is a trap that exists
between woman, God, and babies.
To create this work, I used collage and three-dimensional layered
constructions incorporating photography, wire, paper, textiles and other
materials. Because we add the fragments of today's experience to those of the
past, collage can be seen as a metaphor for life itself. The past is abstracted
because of this. Yet, we can not hide past history. We continue in the present
to overcome the difficult predicaments presented by everyday living.
I developed these ideas by adding layers to the original collage plane. I
did not try to hide anything: space was left between the layers. Making
several layers of image and shape allowed me to increase the space beyond
that of the picture plane. Because the works are larger than life sized, the
viewer can enter into the artistic and imagined space.
I chose form and materials to express the feelings of a woman
involved. I used textile and soft textures to suggest woman's soft skin. In
some pieces, stuffed cord or tubing represents the umbilical cord. Plastic,
brown paper, and vinyl suggest wrapping of the disposed, aborted fetus. Wire
and cool metal suggest pain.
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Several of the pieces deal with the abortion procedure, the moment of
separation of the fetus from the mother. In the trio of hanging sculptures,
"Flowing Down", liquid flows down to a road, like liquid from the womb to
the earth. It is done without crying, just in silent anger. In another piece,
felled trees become aborted lives. As in many other works of art, here closed
circles and shapes represent the womb. Spirals suggest the continuing,
repeating elements of pain and growth. Unlike closed shapes, the spiral
offers the ambiguity of a trap and away out.
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1-1. Proposal and Collage
The primary concern of my investigations was the imaginary space of
human thought and the fourth dimension of time, memory, as explored
through the use of altered photographic images. The alteration process is
necessary in order to include the imagination of the artist and viewer. The
work "Between the Sky and the
Earth"
combines three major processes of
image alternation: 1) image manipulation, 2) collage, and 3) layering.
Image
"blurring"
through various types of degenerative reproductive
processes on already existing photographs drawn, like memories, from my
past experiences, was used to create an imaginary space into which other
images symbolic of other ideas and emotions could be easily inserted.
It was not my interest or intention to record or document fact. For that
reason, I altered the photographs in such a way as to make them into
something more. In my work, various photographic materials like images
from infrared film, black and white prints, color prints, Van Dyke prints, and
electronic copies were used. Color copy was my favorite method. I found a
unique texture using the Canon color copier. Memory is obscure and blurs
existence; blurred images give people more to imagine than a clear one.
These processes make realistic photographs into something more
suggestive and less concrete with each successive copy. With a Canon color
copy, the image gains a very metallic feeling of sharpness but loses the reality
feeling found in photographs. The distinct shapes of the photographed object
are not immediately distinguishable. Unlike a photograph, the viewer needs
time to get into the image. Because the image is not clearly defined, they can
make the image more into what they want; they use their imagination to
actively piece it together.
Other textures were incorporated by copying them or copying
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photographs of them. Whenever I used real textured three-dimensional
materials like wire, balsa wood, paint, or a print , I could create a unique
feeling in the image. The advanced color control in areas of differing
densities available with the Canon copier gave unexpected results which
made the collage more visually interesting than photographs. The cheap
look of the colors gave the images a poster quality which I also liked.
Using copiers for reproduction also made it easy to adjust the size. This
was very important for me in making the collages. By adjusting the size, I
could balance objects from different photographs. Because space is defined by
its dimensions, I could change the scale of images to create different
dimensions of imaginary space. Two-dimensional changes in scale also create
three dimensional changes because the viewer must adjust his or her
viewing distance. The degeneration, color control, and size adjustments
conveniently available through copier technology adjusts the physical space
of the piece and its imaginary equivalent. The copies and changes in scale are
analogous to the distortions of memories and ideas in imagination.
Collage, is described by Florian Rodari, as the process of "combining,
rhythmizing, and
constructing."1
For me, it opens a new reality. Because of
its layered process effect, collage shows the inner world of the artist and gives
more room for the viewer's imagination than single plane picture work.
Compared to photography, the process of collage also involves more
directly the work of the artisf s hand and reveals his or her specific choices.
Through collage, I could begin with reality, the photograph, and better express
my idea by adding or subtraction image segments and materials on the
picture plane. By tearing, cutting, and pasting, I could put my emotions
directly on the surface.
1 Florian Rodari, Collage, Rizzoli International Publications, Inc., 1988, p.
144.
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Many other artists have used collage to more fully express themselves.
Within this tradition, it is worth noting in particular in my approach to
collage the influence of Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, Max Ernst, and Anselm Kiefer.
Moholy-Nagy called his collage work "photo sculpture". Using photographs
and drawings, he combined many situations on one picture plane and
expressed his own ideas about society. Max Ernst used collage for his dream
images. He combined images in an imaginary or surrealistic way and hand
colored them. Anselm Kiefer was the most recent to use photography as a
basis for collage. "Kiefer began to employ an almost bewildering variety of
materials including, in addition to oil, lead, photographs, woodcut, sand, and
straw."2
His work was inspiring because of the way he used materials and the
strong meaning and spiritual content in his work.
I learned experimental vision and space control from Moholy-Nagy. I
was very interested in a meaning of circle and spiral in Max Ernst's work and
his interest in women throughout his book,
"
One Hundred Headless
Women". I was impressed by the huge scale of Anselm Kiefer's work and
method of collage which combined everything for his expression.
In my work photography was a starting point for the imagination. I
used photography as a material in combination with other materials.
Starting with one photograph, I added other objects and images to make the
meaning clear. The finished form turned out to be a layered collage. The
process of creating a collage is the process of gradually expanding my ideas
layer by layer. I liked this process because it reveals everything and explores
different levels of meaning. For me, seamless multiple exposure
photographs like those of Jerry Uelsmann, are illusionary. Because they
2 Mark Rosenthal, Anselm Kiefer, Philadelphia Museum of Modern Art,
1988, p. 76.
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appear so real, they create a false reality and a false reality is lying. Layering,
however, creates a true imaginary space.
Initially, I worked with small, two-dimensional collages. However,
when I expanded the scale of the collages to create more space for the viewer
to enter into, the complex images lost their essence and appeared simple. For
me, large scale, two-dimensional images proved inadequate as a visual
language. They failed to create the imaginary space and to express the many
complex emotions of abortion. I solved this by expanding the layers out from
the image into three-dimensional space. This revealed the layers of the
collage, created a greater sense of space, and encouraged the viewer to move
through the work.
/ - 2. Collage and Abortion
About the same time I began experimenting with collage, the abortion
issue was receiving a great deal of attention on the media. As I listened to
the controversial discussion about abortion everyday on TV, I thought to
myself, do people really meditate deeply on this issue? Everyone talked
about whether abortion was right or wrong, but there was very little
discussion about the emotions of people involved. Regardless of it being
right or wrong, abortion is very sad thing. It is a shock, mentally and
physically, for a young woman. I heard on the TV too much meaningless
talk about aimless solutions. Talking about this problem everyday did
nothing to solve the problems of unwanted pregnancies; why a woman
might want an abortion, how she would feel during and after an abortion, or
how Western society treated her if she had the child out of wedlock. It
seemed to me that abortions would continue, beyond our will, and it is
important to understand the difficult emotions of it. The topic of abortion
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can be approached from a moral, political, social, psychological, or medical
point of view . I choose to deal with the difficult and personal situation of a
woman who would go through an abortion.
I began to see collage as an appropriate metaphor for abortion. Collage
is very effective to express a woman's inner world. The cutting and tearing
was analogous to the surgical procedure. The placing of one layer on top of
another could be likened to the layering of the past and present. The collage
showed the entire process, like an operation on paper, and explored the
various emotional issues. Through altered photographic collage pieces it
was possible to explore the emotions and pain of abortion outside of the
political or moral issues. To do this, I chose to use in the collage specific
symbolism and materials.
The materials I chose were usually very thin, light and transparent,
and when hung would respond to the movement of air as people walked by
them. The overlapping effect achieved with semi-transparent material
revealed depth by its transparent quality. Because it is possible to see through
to the layers underneath, a strong sense of depth and an ability to penetrate
through the issues. I included common place materials, like brown paper
and vinyl, which were everywhere and cheap, because abortion exists
everyday, everywhere. Abortion is often made into a cheap, dehumanizing
event because of its controversial nature. I incorporated sharp, cold things
like wire and metals to represent the surgical tools and to solve the technical
problem of supporting the bigger pieces. Using flexible wire was very
satisfying because it communicated the coolness of the metal, yet could easily
be manipulated by hand to record more directly an emotional state than
machine-made metal forms.
This flexibility of material was very important to me. By using
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various types of adhesive tapes, for example, I could capture my feelings
directly and spontaneously. Masking tape was very easy to shape, easy to
move and easy to fix. I combined it into various widths to quickly finish the
shapes and define spaces.
The finished constructions usually looked very fragile and spatial.
That was my intention. And although much of my work was experimental
and process-oriented, I did choose certain forms and materials to express
specific emotions of the woman and the situation. This can be seen through
a closer examination of each piece and the process through which it was
created. Appendix A is a detailed list of symbolism of forms and materials.
My working process can be briefly summarized as the following: First, I
picked a number of photographic images from my own work (and took new
ones) which I found to be particularly suggestive of an emotion or experience
and separated them into groups that seemed to relate to one another. Next, I
experimented making both small collages, 5
1/2"
x 7 1/2", and large, wall-
sized collages from those photographs. These initial collages were
explorations, (for the initial image of collage, see Appendix A) I then worked
at developing each idea further. I made sketches and wrote down my ideas,
emotions, opinions, and questions about abortion in general and as they
related to each collage. I also looked for additional related imagery.
For making the full-sized constructions, I enlarged the initial images
and collages many times by using a copy machine. I collaged these images,
sometimes coloring them. I worked until I got an image that I wanted, which
was usually larger than
20"
x 24". These were rephotographed and color
copied again to make large prints, up to
30"
x 40". Finally, I combined the
photographic images with other materials, wire, paper, vinyl, textile, cord,
etc., to make the completed three-dimensional pieces.
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//. EXPLANATION OF INDIVIDUAL PIECES
II - 1. Hope
The first collage began with the image of a little cloud against a blue
sky. I felt the cloud represented hope. To me, an abortion is an attempt, a
process, of overcoming pain. Women have an abortion with the expectation
that the resulting the situation will be better than having the baby. In other
words, they hope. Will the little hope for a better life come true, however?
To express this hope and conflict, I combined several images: the cloud,
Niagara Falls, a woman's body, and others into a collage suggestive of a
reclining figure watching a cloud in the floating sky. The resultcolored
with pastels, acrylic paint, and colored
pencils
was too compact. I decided to
divide the plane of this collage into three sections to create more space. The
fragmentation of sky and body also represented the possibility of frustrated
hope. Elizabeth Murray's divided pieces were inspirational in this case,
particularly Painter's Progress. The unusual angled shapes and
fragmentation created a sense of movement. In "Hope", I printed the image
in three parts, each approximately 16 "x 20". I created a sense of dynamism by
slightly reshaping the images, hanging them unevenly, and backing or
encapsulating them in different materials. The collage of the cloud,
representing hope, was preserved by a semi-transparent plexiglass frame. The
two other collages, more suggestive of the woman's figure and the sky, were
framed by the use of different materials and textures; one was wrapped in
mylar and the other was backed with white pellon. In the exhibition, the
three collages composing
"Hope"
surrounded the larger related piece, "Lots of
Love".
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// - 2. Devil Garden
The idea for this piece came from nighttime infrared photographs of
trees I took in Utah's Devil Garden. The images are eerie and the experience
itself was dark and frightening. One tree image reminded me of a helping
hand. I decided to use these images to describe the scary situation,especially
to the fetus of what happens on the operating table during an abortion.
I collaged the photograph resembling a doctor's hand with a torn piece
of canvas which suggested a hospital sheet. I rephotographed this and made
an print. I discovered the color and texture of the print was different from
the collage itself. Layering parts of this canvas collage with the photograph of
the collage created a tension. This enhanced the tension which existed from
the tear being in the shape representative of the womb. An image of a fetus,
like the real fetus, was placed at the center of this area of tension.
After working on other pieces, I returned to this collage. I thought
more about the feelings I experienced being in the Devil's Garden at night. I
decided to make a large, totally dark background. This darkness could also
represent a womb. The size of the background would express the magnitude
of the fear. I wanted to fill this dark background with tension. Interested in
the tension created by combining different materials, I pasted various size
black and white copies, acetate transparencies and color photographs of the
tree photographs on brown paper. I divided and cut some parts; sewed veils
to others to increase the tension. Black glossy spray, oil color, and liquid glue
between the brown paper and the acetate copies gave the entire piece a
flowing down feeling.
I wanted something on the floor as a base detached, but coming from
inside. The detached base created a scary feeling. In the exhibition, the big
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background was on the wall. The collage, backed by a piece of wood to give it
support and a sense of hardness, hung down from a ceiling several feet in
front of the wall. A cord included in this collage like an umbilical cord
connected with the detached base which rested on the floor.
// - 3. Lots of Love
The idea for this piece came from flowers my parents once sent me. I
thought, if somebody want to send flowers for the aborted baby, where the
bouquet be sent? Possibly to the fetus for happiness in another world. To
represent this, I made "Lots of Love"a female figure holding a bouquet of
flowers floating in the sky.
The creation of this work had several significant steps. First, I made
the bouquet to represent the heart ache of deciding to have an abortion. The
flowers were composed of colored tissue paper and several repeated images:
my father and his grandmother with wings added to her suggesting a
mother's angelicness, an Native American fertility sculpture of a woman
with children, a rose, and a fetus. The reddish-orange color of the tissue
flowers and painted highlights represented heart-felt pain. I made small
incisions in the bouquet collage to allow light to actually penetrate the
images. Mounting the collage on plexiglass, I rephotographed it against a
blue sky filled with clouds. This produced the desired result of increased
color and the sensation of light breaking through. I completed this step by
making a final color print and collaging onto the bouquet portion of the
photograph more
"image-flowers". Instead of glue, I sewed this layer on top
of the other.
The second step was to create the female figure floating in the sky. To
do so, I drew a female figure on transparent vinyl with an orange sign pen,
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cut along the contours of the form, and sewed it onto the sky on top of the
bouquet. The soft quality of the vinyl worked to communicate a sense of
volume to both the bouquet of flowers and the drawn woman. The layered
effect made the bouquet appear to be a gift of love from inside.
The third step was to show that the pain and sorrow of abortion is too
much for one person and must be shared. I decided to suggest on another
semi-transparent acetate a man embracing a woman which would be hung in
front of the three-dimensional woman-flowers-sky layered collage. Similar
to the female, I drew the outline of a male figure, this time in blue, inside of
which I lightly sketched the woman and flowers with colored pencils using
many lines. I also drew with acetone to make transparent lines to imply
movement, to simulate sobbing. A study of Futurist works and
Michelangelo's drawing, "A Kneeling Nude Girl", was helpful to express a
moving figure. The manner in which one hand and arm communicated the
emotion of an entire embrace in Ray Mews photograph, "Back of Vietnam",
was very impressive to me. Using needle and thread, I sewed the hands
together to emphasize the embrace.
After the layer with the male figure was placed in front of the woman-
flowers-sky collage, the figure of the woman was partially obscured. The
fourth and final step was to place a thin yellow paper back of the
woman-
flower-sky collage to better define the female's shape. To express sadness, I
studied Georgia O'Keffe ability to express emotions just by the touch of a
brush. Trying to follow that feeling, I dripped red on the yellow paper to
connect it with the female figure on the vinyl underneath.
The basic idea for this work was to make space ambiguous by mixing a
transparent (clear) image with a semi-transparent (obscure) image. This was
successfully accomplished through layering. The layers and sewing also
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expressed the essential holding and entwining quality of an embrace. Using
new materials for solving problems was more effective than I expected.
// - 4. Trap
This piece focused on the situation a woman finds herself in when
having an abortion. To me her decision is a very sad decision, but the
situation is nobody's fault. The woman is trapped. How could I describe a
trapped situation? I decided to buy wire netting and form it into a cylinder
with a spiral to make an actual trap. The spiral shape fascinated me: the
sharp corner where the spiral ends, the layers of wire netting made by the
spiral, the intersecting lines, and the ambiguous promise of a possible way
out. Because it was wire netting, it was possible to look between the
openings and see a spiral inside a spiral.
From my original selection of photographs,
I found a photograph of
my shadow looking down in a hole. The blackness of the shadow suggested
Hell or a miserable situation. The abdomen part of the shadow looked like
the womb and was pentagonal in shape. The mysteriousness of this dark
shape in the photograph prompted me to make the pentagon shape symbolic
of the womb in other pieces. Using silk, cotton cord, pastel, and water colors,
I manipulated this photograph into an image of a pained silhouetted figure. I
rephotographed this and made a large, color print.
While working on this, I had a dream. I dreamt a man was fishing in a
dirty river and caught a leg. The leg was messy and very thin, almost as if it
was two-dimensional, like very thick paper. The leg, attached to a body,
slowly spread and
unfolded in a bellows like effect. At last the head came out.
The face was very clean and young. It did not fit the body. The
contrast of
the face and environment and the two dimensional unfolding body was very
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powerful. The shape of the figure was very interesting. I woke up and
quickly drew the image so as to not forget it.
Following this dream, I began to think about an upside down
construction. When people experience a crisis, they feel upside down. I
sprayed the back side of photographic image with a metallic color and hung it
upside down in the wire netting spiral. To compare a soft texture of a
woman's skin to the hard metallic texture of operation tools, I put a soft
cotton quilt liner and pink clothes into the spiral with the metallic paint
backed photograph.
After making this construction, I reviewed my drawings. The drawings
had more emotion and sensitivity than the construction. I wanted to include
the trapped woman's feeling of anger and pain in the construction. For this I
made curved long wires which suggested an umbilical cord and a reclining
woman's figure. I spread the rolled wire by hand and cut the wire to
different lengths, painted it red, and tied it with a hose. I put them into the
spiral.
For the figure in a helpless position like the one in my dream, I
collaged a figure using pinkish textiles onto a cardboard. Romare Beaden's
collage, "Patchwork
Quilt"
provided the inspiration. He used textiles
exclusively and the two
dimensional figure in his work appeared very alive.
I folded the body to create a more three dimensional form like a real reclining
female. I put it on the floor as a base and stood the wire netting spiral trap on
top. The construction suggested physical pain. I arranged five red curved
wires around the bottom of cylinder to suggest a womb and made a blanket
and a pillow out of muslin for the figure.
In this work, the stair shape of the reclining figure and the curved wire
shape in the spiral seemed the strongest elements. The stretched wires over
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the spiral complemented the lying figure's hair. Also the shadow of wire
netting on the photographic image emphasized the trapped situation. In the
show, two upside down legs made of muslin,like parts of a puppet, were
hung on the wall behind the piece.
// - 5. Stuffed God
This was about abortion and the existence of God. If God created life,
and babies are the gift of God, how about the aborted fetus? Is there any
connection between God and the fetus? Can God exist if the situation of
abortion exists? I felt God was impotent like a stuffed existence. I began to
feel that God, or the existence of God, was disconnected from the situation of
an abortion.
For the image of God, I used the image of a statue of Christ
photographed in the southwest desert. The electric lines around the statue
became the life lines that God holds. In my work, however, the life lines
between the fetus and God were disconnected.
I arranged repeating spirals on a black and white photograph using
wire and made a color Canon copy with an overall green color. For me green
was alive and red was severed blood vessels. I drew pinkish red lines and
green lines with water color. To get a three-dimensional effect, I made a
small installation of the God holding the life lines. I connected dyed thread
onto the copy image, rephotograph it and made a large print. I folded the
print vertically and installed it
on a corner wall to make the situation
dynamic and distorted. I covered the God image with plexiglass just like the
glass in a museum display or diorama.
On the plexiglass, I made several holes to suggest the strong will of the
life which penetrates hard wall and repeating circles to represent the circle of
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life. This was inspired by Marcel Duchamp's "Bride Stripped Bare by Her
Bachelors". To emphasize the strong will of life, I layered vinyl which was
torn in the middle on the plexiglass. On the bottom area, the same image of
God was hung and cut vertically.
For the life lines, a transparent thin hose was connected to the hole of
plexiglass and a dyed cotton cord was connected to the image of God. In
addition, I put wire lines between the God images. The wires, which
suggested cut life lines, were painted red and pierced the three layers of veils.
This was inspired by Joseph
Beuys'
installation of piano and flowers. Finally,
I drew life lines on the brown paper which was folded, and veils connected
each side of the brown paper, (for the order of layers , see Appendix B)
In the end, the hose (life lines) was connected to the plexiglass, not to
the image of God on the picture plane. The red cord (severed blood vessels)
was connected to God. The life lines were no longer connected to God. In
this work I was trying to show the distortion of space because the existence of
God with regard to abortion was a distortion for me. I want to emphasize a
distorted world using distorted lines from a cornered plane.
// - 6. Vengeance
This work is about the situation of the fetus whose fate depends on the
will of others. If the fetus could show feeling, I think it would be anger. A
photograph of shiny, dew covered, freshly cut stumps of young trees struck
me as symbolic of how the fetus might feel. They had been chopped down for
human purposes before reaching their full height.
I combined this photograph with another: a "wheel of
fortune"
drawing on the side of a truck. The latter image was very
mysterious and
powerful. The words on the wheel related to
life-"vengeance", "belongs",
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"only to the creator", "love", "your energy", "so that they", "don't hold
power", "over you". The shape of the illustration was a repeated circle. I
combined the section of cut trees and the circle illustration.
While working on oval shapes using the tree trunks, I was encouraged
to study Louise Bourgeois's work. I connected her sculptures of oval shapes
to the womb. I wanted to make a three dimensional form to emphasize the
oval shape. To accomplish this, I used vinyl for the tree trunk and corrugated
cardboard to make levels between the backing board and the tree trunk image.
The cardboard was very flexible and easily manipulated to create a sense of
volume. Each section of the tree trunk and the wheel shape were partially
attached to the backing board just as the fetus is attached to the womb.
Using acrylic and pastels, I drew flame for the expression of anger. I
left everything rough, like a sketch, including the tapes and strings, making
the surface very expressive.
Thus, in this work, vinyl suggested the material of hospital wrapping,
the section of the tree trunk and the oval shape might be a metaphor for the




// - 7. Flowing Down
People talk a great deal about the abortion issue while abortions
continue. I used three photographic images to describe this situation: a
mouth in a TV screen, because mouths do not always know what they want
to communicate; a white billboard in desert, because few if any see a
billboard placed in the desert; and soap suds flowing down a staircase,
because no one can stop fluid from flowing.
This last image was a photograph of soap suds flowing down the main
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staircase at Ewha Womans University in Korea. The symbol of the
University and located near the gates of the school, the staircase is very wide
and very long. Students must climb these stairs each day on the way to class.
One day someone was cleaning the stairs and the fluid flowed down the stairs
very slowly like a surrealistic secretion.
I printed three copies of this images in large scale, each showing the
flow at a different point in time further down the staircase. I looked at these
flowing images over and over again. From where did the stream come? To
where did it flow? I had strong idea about something flowing down without
crying. To express this strong sensation, a sensation of flowing down over
countless stairs, I used long sections brown packaging paper to extend the
flowing feeling of photographic image. I also wanted to see the visual effect
which resulted when a photograph was displayed such that the object in the
photograph was in the same position as it was found in reality. In the end,
each fluid image was incorporated into a three-dimensional plain brown
packaging paper construction so the fluids would appear to flow out onto the
floor. Brown packaging paper had very specific meaning in its common use
as a wrapping material. As a material, it was symbolic
of the disposal of the
fetus. Each brown paper construction would consist of six to seven layers of
brown paper hung from the ceiling by wires one in front of the other at
intervals of five inches. The brown color of the paper suggested the earth.
The shining wires provided strong
contrast to the rough brown material.
The intervals created an increased sense of depth.
I sewed the communication
imagesa Canon color copy of the
billboard image, a Van Dyke billboard image, and Van Dyke TV mouth
imageon the upper part of the rear brown paper sections and cut out
concentric holes in each of the layers from the sections the brown papers so
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that the image, when viewed through the tunnel created by the cut holes,
appeared to be the source of the stream of fluid (see Appendix B). The holes
in each layer had a different shapes and suggested the tunnel of the womb. A
staircase effect was created by making each hole large than the one behind it.
I drew on sheet of brown paper to create the feeling of flowing down.
While I made this work, I came across Joseph
Beuys'
drawing book, Toseph
Beuys: The Secret Block for a Secret Person in Ireland, 1988, Schirmer Mosel,
which seemed to capture the essence a woman's nature. "Brown
Babies"
affected me deeply. I decided to express the woman's feeling and the fetus's
situation as somber brown lives rather than vigorous pink and red lives.
In addition to the pastel, acrylic color, and paint, I dripped linseed oil
and paint thinner with dye onto the brown paper to represent a wet situation
similar to the flowing fluid on the staircase. On the layer of brown paper in
front, I drew and spray painted the pentagonal womb shape and fetus
symbols. Instead of a hole cut at the center, incisions were made, and the
paper was torn out toward the edges as if something had ruptured through
the center.
The construction which included the fluid at the latest point in time,
also incorporated an article from
Newsweek3
. It contained several
statements which reflected my own opinion: "Woman will have abortions
with or without state approval, the safest possible medical conditions for
abortions
"
I used the transparency transfer vinyl to copy that word and
image. I left some paper on the vinyl during the process of peeling off, and
dyed it to match the color with whole work.
This work consistently emphasized the flowing down sensation as an
extension of the photographic image. The search to get closer to the my




Newsweek, July 31, 1989,
Vol. CXIV, NO. 5, pp.45
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feeling led to the whole work becoming more three-dimensional. The
brown paper suggested the flowing motion itself and as people walked
around this piece, the paper rustled adding an interesting audio component
to the piece. The height of this work, the dragging position of images, and the
layers of brown papers create a true sense of depth and imaginary space.
11-8. Another world
This piece explored my thoughts that perhaps women hoped their
aborted babies would reach the good world, a world flooded with light.
Women might want to meet the fetus in the good world.
When I was in the southwest desert, I stood on a rock and my shadow
fell across a rock opposite me. Simultaneously, the shadow of a boy came
towards me. I stretched out my arm toward the little boy and took a picture
of the two shadows. The shadow on the rock wall was very small and the
gestures were intriguing. I made the image even more surreal by copying it
many times.
Because I imagined we have to go upward to arrive at the good world, I
made three levels by repeating that image vertically. I wanted to see light
penetration to suggest the light which flooded this world. I pasted on the
right side of two figures a curtain with violet textiles and cut lines in the
collage to let light through. As with the bouquet and the sky, I placed the
collage on plexiglass and rephotographed it against the sky.
The resulting ambiguity
of the two figures was effective; they looked
like a mother and a fetus floating in the sky. I made two large prints of this
image, one rectangular shape featuring only the top half of the photograph
and the other cut into a circle. I arranged these images vertically. The
rectangular one on top represented the other world and the
circular one
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represented the cycle of life. For backing material I used brown paper for the
top one and pellon for the bottom one. The circular image, was segmented
into two prints. To connect these halves, representing the connection
between the mother and fetus, I sewed them together on the white pellon.
Because pellon absorbs dye less than other materials, the stitches on pellon
stood out, creating a feeling of tension.
In thinking about how to connect the two skies, a friend suggested
using a ladder. This reminded me of the ladders in the southwest . I had
climbed many such ladders to arrive at a cave. The sky viewed from the cave
was very unusual and fantastic. For me, ladders were a tool to connect
different worlds: from this world to that world, from human world to the
good world, and from death to eternal life.
I wanted to include in this piece a representation of an imaginative
space I had dreamt of previously. In the dream, giant tulips surrounded a
house. Following a miniature model of the piece, I made ladders using
paper, wood, clothes, paint, wires, tapes and so forth. I used paper for basic
form, and painted ladder shapes with a blue violet color. I drew with pastels
and pasted wood together for the steps. I used veils at the middle part.
When I enlarged the scale of the two-dimensional collage, the essence of
whole work began to disappear. I solved this by building up three
dimensional forms, more layers, thus emphasizing another world through
the sky and the
ladders. The work came off the wall, moved into space, and
became sculptural.
I created an additional layering effect using veils, wire, and paper and
made the shapes more distinct. The layer in my construction served the
same function as an outline did in the initial drawing. All counted, I did
seven layers (see Appendix B). The red tulips in the miniature became the
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many abstract red lines of ladders which surrounded the whole shape.
When completed, the construction had more depth than the model
because it was placed in real space and the viewer could see the penetration
effect created by the layering of thin materials like wire and veils. The last
layer had a hole to show the sky directly. It was my intention to use the
levels between the two skies to make the space more dynamic.
I painted on the masking tape and the wall following the ladder shape
to balance out colors. I used orange and light brown reminiscent of the
desert. The process of painting was a way of more tangibly expressing my
feelings. I had found Judy Pfaff's constructions very impressive. The
spontaneous and uneven bush strokes in her work made the construction
dynamic. In particular, her work was very helpful in connecting the wall
and space.
In this construction, I wanted to show dynamic ladders as a path for the
fetuses to actively go up to the light flooded world. Specific meaning was
given to several forms including the repeatedly sewn circle representing the
cycle of lives and the womb; the square shape of the top image meaning the
top of the ladder which leans on the sky; and the ladder representing the
fetus'
existence, the connection between the fetus and the mother, and both
the
fetus'
and mother's struggle toward another, and hopefully better, place.
// - 9. Between the Sky and the Earth
The title, "Between the Sky and the Earth", occurred to me while
working on this piece. I wanted to
show the situation of the fetus's existence
which I felt was a journey up to somewhere. I wanted to believe that if a
fetus had some spirit, it would disappear happily into the sky. This spirit
would pass through the space between the earth and sky. I imagined the fetus
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as strong life lines within a fragile room. After an abortion, the lines-the
fetus's strong will to
live
would travel up to the somewhere through space.
To express strong life lines within a fragile room, I made the frame of
small box with balsa wood which looked very fragile and connected the
corner points with wire, put a plant inside, and photographed it. For the
collage part, I connected three different-sized enlargements of the box
together. Three copies of this new collage were made using different
reproductive processes: a black and white Xerox copy, a Canon color copy, and
a Xerox copy on transparent acetate. The final contrast between the textures
of the wood, wire, and plant within the copies was very subtle. The color
copy was connected an image of light fading on a "goblin", a naturally
weathered earth shape in the Southwestern United States, which reminded
me of fading lives.
For the sky, I purchased a blue patterned textile which had clouds,
rainbows and a kite illustration. I chose this piece of fabric because it seemed
to be made for children, to be used as curtains in a child's room. I painted the
upper portion of the sky cyan and hung it on the wall. It created a delightful
mood. I constructed a kite shape with wood sticks extending out from the
wall. The kite, an object which connects the earth and the sky, symbolized the
fetus ascending. Using tape, I added gold trim to make the atmosphere even
more cheerful. I imagined floating a huge kite to the blue sky for all of the
aborted fetuses and each fetus could become a kite going to the good world.
To express the idea more clearly, I made four long rows of fetus images
to hang around the box images. I arranged the rows of fetus shapes, did
coloring and partially cut
the long strips. Two of the four fetus strips were
covered by vinyl and the other two were covered with gel. I had
learned that
aborted babies were wrapped in a vinyl pack, and then thrown away. By
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then, I thought, maybe the spirit could relax. I wanted to remind people of
the real
fetus'
situation and connect the fetus to the good world, to the sky.
I installed the first fetus figure strip to the left on the wall. The second
one, hung to the right on the wall, combined white cotton like hemp cloth.
In Oriental culture when the spirit is divided by the hemp cloth in a straight
line it means the spirit goes to the good world. The third and fourth strips
hung on the kite structure in front of the other two. The collage planes of the
boxes hung directly in front of the two fetus figure strips which were flush
with the wall. The third box collage containing the fading goblin hung in
between, (for the order of installation, see Appendix B)
After I finished this work, I was reminded an Asian myth about
dragons. In the myth, dragons, very spiritual creatures, leave this world and
travel up to the sky when they die. No one sees the dragon. The sky grows
dark and stormy and then, suddenly, with a great whoosh the dragon shoots
straight into the sky.
The technical execution in this piece had its inspiration in the
drawings of Henri Matisse, the constructions of Judy Pfaff, the paintings of
Elizabeth Murray, and the tapes of Helen Chadwick.
// - 10. Installation
All nine works were exhibited at the RIT Photography Gallery March
31, to April 5, 1990. This space was selected for its accessibility to the students
and faculty of RIT. Displaying the work in a well trafficked area permitted me
to observe the interactions with the work of many people. Unfortunately,
restrictions within the Gallery, including height, size, and other
considerations, forced the whole shape and ratio of the
installation to change
considerably from the
studio where it was created. In particular, the Gallery
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was not effective for making the connections which existed between the
different collage constructions.
The physical aspects of the Gallery prohibited the work from being
hung in chronological order. Instead, I divided the space diagonally into two
parts: the sky and the earth, and grouped the work accordingly. "Hope",
"Lots of Love", "Another World", and "Between the Sky and the
Earth"
were placed in the sky section. "Devil Garden", "Trap", "Stuffed God",
"Vengeance", and "Flowing
Down"
were placed in the earth section. The
lying figure of
'Trap"
was center of whole installation.
For my work, I painted most of the gallery wall white and left some
parts gray. I used masking tape to separate one piece from another.
Allowing some of the tape to dangle not fully attached to the wall gave more
texture to whole installation.
Several pieces needed special attention in their installation. For
example, the pieces of "Flowing
Down"
were separated to explore movement
as the viewers walked by them. "Lots of
Love"
was hung apart from wall
using a hanger because I wanted to
see a light and shadow. The two sky
images in "Another
World"
were hung at different heights and distances to
encourage the viewer's active participation.
I was, however, able to use the long entrance of the Gallery to my
advantage by emphasizing its tunnel shape. I kept the
light level dim and
installed cords which suggested life lines and umbilical cords. Also, I made
three woman figures to suggest a relationship between woman's traumatic
situation and the tunnel. The three, two-dimensional figures, collage of
paper, textile, wire, and vinyl,
were larger than life. They were folded like the
lying figure in "Trap". One was
leaned against the right wall, another was
hung from the ceiling, and
the last one was hung upside down. Their
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gesture were very modest and quiet, just dragging against the floor. They
were in a helpless position. These figures had to be traversed by the viewer to
enter into the gallery. On the left wall of the entrance I repeated the framed
photograph of the truck with the wheel of the fortune illustration as a symbol
for the whole installation.
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///. COLLAGE CHARACTERISTICS
1. Beyond the Image:
At first, I just made the images that I needed. Later I could see the surface
texture of image being as significant image itself. I began to use photographs
as a material like vinyl, wire and cloth, so I could layer photographs. The
whole form, shape, and texture as it existed in real space was my interest.
2. Abstract Form:
Because thoughts and ideas are abstractions, they had to be represented in an
abstract form.
3. Layer Effect:
Space could be created and controlled through the effect of lines and thin
layers. Also, by layering both transparent and semi-transparent material, an
ambiguous sense of light penetration was achieved that further elucidated
the space and created an atmosphere of selective vision where things are only
partially shown (or seen) and never
directly. Movement and sound could
indicate the interplay of the different layers.
4. Material Practices and Experimentation:
(a) Use of thread and wire as alternative to glue for joining materials made a
clear space division and gave the work a more three-dimensional effect.
(b) By varying the backing and
support material including paper, plexiglass,
and wood, unique results were
achieved.
(c) Each material was chosen for a specific reason. The
construction for this





visual voice. I found collage went beyond the expansion of
space and the differentiation of texture and into the unique quality the visual
language of each materials brought to the work.
5. No Frame:
The choice to break the traditional frame allowed for more spontaneity and
resulted in three-dimensional construction.
6. Importance of Communication, Construction:
As the scale of the work increased, the visual content became more
complicated. I needed a more clear visual form. Three-dimensional
constructions were more effective for expressing my feelings because the
shape and the form became symbolic in addition to the image. The process of
construction was from the picture plane (dividing picture plane) to real
space (dividing space) back to one-dimensional lines (unite the planes and
visual elements). Put another way, my thesis work began with the
photographic image, develop into three-dimensional form, and was
completed by linear connections. Lines worked as a
tool both for the
content (contour) and visual effect (more space).
The main characteristics of the individual works can be classified as follows:
space experiments include "Hope", "Devil Garden", "Lots of Love", and
"Stuffed God"; shape, form, and material work as meaning
in "Devil
Garden", "Trap", "Stuffed God", "Vengeance",
"Another World", and
"Between Sky and the Earth"; Expression is
shown on the photographic
surface by detaching , cutting , drawing and
so forth in "Devil
Garden"
and
"Vengeance"; combining the wall and three
dimensional construction by
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using the line effect of tapes
in "Devil Garden", "Vengeance", "Another
World", "Between the Sky and the Earth".
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IV. CONCLUSION
These nine works explore the emotional issues for a woman who has
an abortion. They can be classified into four categories, or stages. The first
category or stage is the process of making the hard difficult decision to have
an abortion. For this I I showed torn and cut space. It could be the painful
heart and body of woman. The second is the question of the morality about a
life for which I showed the tragic situation between woman, fetus, and God.
Here, the materials-wire, cut cord, hard plexiglass, etc.-had their own
metaphoric meanings. The work in this category showed a trapped situation.
In the third stage, I asked, "What is
abortion?"
I showed abortion itself, a
flowing down situation without crying and cut existence, like chopped trees.
This time, materials were used as an extension of the photographic images.
The layering of brown paper and photographs suggested the flowing motion.
The fourth and final category is a contemplation on what can we do about
this sadness. It was my prayer as a human. I used the symbols of a kite and a
ladder to show the fetus going up to the sky to the good world which surely
must exist. "Another
World"
and "Between the Sky and the
Earth"
most
successfully combined the technical issues of layering and materials to create
an imaginary space emphasizing the fragility of existence at stake.
My work began with two-dimensional collage images. Dividing the
space on the picture plane naturally led to dividing real space through the use
of multiple layers. My work moved into and created the real space, not just
an illusion of space on the picture plane. Having moved into
three-
dimensional space, it became necessary to directly unite the visual elements.
I did so with lines. Lines helped to complete the works by connecting the
wall and the construction.
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The process taught me the importance of communication. When I
started to work, the ideas were very abstract in their expression. I had many
thoughts, but the images and initial collages seemed too abstract to
communicate the meaning I saw in them. That is why later, when I wanted
to explain in more detail and emphasize the important points, I subtracted or
hid images, added more explanation, and made shapes clearly. Finding a
delicate balance between suggestiveness and visual confusion was often
difficult; too much happening visually could confuse the viewer and inhibit
imagination even as too much concrete design in the art work prevents
abstraction.
Examining masterpieces in museums and books proved more helpful
than I imagined. I learned others expressed their ideas clearly, and could
develop my own solutions. Nature, too, proved an able instructor. The
colors and the shapes of the images and constructions were often based on
what I found in nature. Color contrasts such as blue and yellow, peach and
green, were especially powerful in the American
southwest desert and played
a large role in my work.
On a metaphysical level, the process of making this raised for me the
question of why we do art
work. In this work, I merely presented my point
of view. But how does this relate to society? Could art show the direction for
society? And if art shows a direction, what part of the issues could we show
to the public by using the visual form? For me, the
legal and moral issues
were given plenty of play
through debate in the media. I thought through art
I could explore the emotional and spiritual struggle, the human condition of
the issue. I also began to think about abortion as the relationship
between
the human which has free will and the fetus which has little
if any
independent will. This relationship made me
meditate and think: Is there
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abortion between nations or peoples? Are some small countries or minority
populations
"aborted"
by those politically, militarily, or economically more
powerful against or without their will?
Most exiting, however, was creating in reality the same (or similar)
situations that I experienced in my dreams and imagination. After the show,
I discovered the artists Nancy Graves and Jonathan Borofsky whose work will
be very helpful for future direction of my work. I thought if I further develop
the sound dimension, the work will become a more total sensual experience.
In the future, I will do art work about woman's condition and society in the
form of installations.
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APPENDIX A Specific Symbols and Initial Images
Specific Symbols (image, color, shape, form and materials)
BLUE, here usually sky which includes another world. In Oriental culture,
sometimes blue suggests man. BROWN, earth color which represent soil
where human and all life returned after death. BROWN PACKAGING
PAPER, In some work it suggests wrapping paper for disposal. CIRCLE, In
oriental culture, there were reincarnation or circulation of lives. (When
somebody dies, they are born again.) The repeating circles suggest repetition
of history like abortions in human life. Also The circle could be a womb in
which life begins. CLOUD, A hope which could be frustrated by some
obstacles like a real cloud which the wind causes to disappear, or a hope
which could be lasting, like a cloud floating somewhere following a breeze.
CORD, Umbilical cord. FOLDING FIGURES, Pulling, helpless situation.
GREEN, Life like green plants on the earth. HEMP, In oriental culture,
after death hemp was used for the dividing by the spirit . If the line goes
straight, that means the spirit is going to good place. HOSE, used for life line,
like blood vessel. HUGGING, The best human gesture for encouraging
somebody who is in sadness
or difficulties. KITE, a hope and a tool to get to
heaven. LADDER, a tool which connects different worlds (living world
and after-or before-living world). NET,
trap. OVAL, the shape of a womb.
PENTAGON, mainly used for
womb shape in many pieces. PLEXIGLASS,
function as a window for a diorama, and here its hardness could be a
obstacle.
RED, blood, woman. SILK, skin. SPIRAL, way
out and repeated pain.
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SQUARE, sky. TAPE, contour. THREAD, feeling. TRANSPARENCIES,
window. VINYL, suggested material of wrapping for hospital. WIRE
-




Lots of Love, ROSES OF BOUQUET, Rochester, NY
Devil Garden , NIGHT TREES, Utah, Devil garden
Trap, SHADOW OF BODY, New Mexico
Stuffed God , STATUE OF CHRIST, New Mexico
Vengeance , CUT TREE & FORTUNE ILLUSTRATION, New
Mexico
Flowing Down , FLUID ON A STAIRCASE, Seoul,
Korea
Another World, SHADOW OF TWO FIGURES, Utah
Between the Sky and the Earth, FADING GOBLIN,
Utah
& DAFFODIL, Rochester, NY
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APPENDIX B The Order of Layer Installations
Stuffed God
No. PLANE (Image Description)
1. BROWN PAPER (which has lines and drawings)
2. PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGE (God image holding a fate of life)
3. PLEXIGLASS (the obstacle of life lines)
4. VINYL (one more layer on which the life should go through)
5. VEIL WITH WIRE (veil was obstacle layers and wire was life lines)
6. HOSE (alive life vessel)
7. CORD (cut life vessel)
Flowing Down
It was composed of three pieces. Each piece had seven layers, including a
photograph of fluid on staircase on the bottom part. Other images and
holes were on the upper part in each piece as follows;
No. IMAGE (Process & Color), Shape of Hole
1. THE TV MOUTH IMAGE (Van Dyke on the brown paper), Square shape
like a TV screen.
2. THE BILLBOARD IMAGE ( Pink color copy), Circle shape like tunnel.
This shape came from a southwest arch hole.
3. THE BILLBOARD IMAGE (Van Dyke on the brown paper), emphasizes
the flowing down motion, because the
bottom photograph had a very strong




1. RED NYLON NET (It covered tapes of ladder shape and wall painting.)
2. PAINTING OF THE LADDER (on the brown paper with wire structure)
3. COLLAGED LADDER
4. SKY (photographic image, circle one)
5. WIRE LADDER
6. SKY (photographic image, square one)
7. WHITE NYLON NET (The ladder shape with painted masking tape was
shown, middle part was cut out. It looked like a hole.)
On the floor, the circle shape of the orange color was painted.
Between Sky and the Earth
No. PLANE, Description
1. SKY (on the wall)
Wall cloth, paint on the upper part. Collage of box image, the tapes of kites
and cloud, and Goblin image copy in the middle part.
2. TWO FETUS ROWS (Two dimensional one) & COLLAGE OF BOX
IMAGES
Collage works were on upper part of each fetus rows. The fetus rows were as
follows as; One on the white paper on the left, other on the
white hemp
clothes on the right. First one; copy images of
fetus- paste on the white paper-
hand coloring with pastel,
water color and color pencil-covered with gel.
Second one; copy images






Connect the wall and the other two fetus rows
4. TWO FETUS ROWS (Three dimensional one)
Third one; copy images of
fetus-
glossy vinyl transfer on the red paper with
hand coloring Fourth one; copy images of fetus-paste on the brown
paper-
hand coloring -covered with gel
5. EARTH
On the floor, a brown vinyl and brown paper with fetus images were rested.
Flowers from friends were dedicated on the left side.
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APPENDIX C Artists and Lessons
LASZLO MOHOLY-NAGY - space classification, MAX ERNST - spirituality,
ANSELM KIEFER - texture quality on the surface and the huge scale,
ELIZABETH MURRAY - space division and color, JOSEPH BEUYS
drawings and shaman, EDWARD KEINHOLTZ sorrow, EVA HASSE
shape related woman, MARCEL DUCHAMP - using unusual materials like
dust to the art work and the process of thinking, KANDFNSKY - dynamics
and color, LOUISE BOURGEOIS the way of representing form,
ALEXANDER CALDER mobile quality and movement , MARISOL
combination of two dimension and three dimension, CHRISTIAN
BOLTANSKY - light and shadow, ROBERT LONGO gesture between life
and death, GEORGIA O'KEFFE- female nude figures and figure of sorrow,
HENRI MATISSE contour, ROMARE BEARDEN - make beautiful work
using not clean materials, RAY MEW
- humanity, JUDY PFAFF-
construction and wall painting, MICHELANGELO - human nature and
movement of figure, HELEN CHADWICK - using line, RICHARD D.
ZAKIA - Visual Perception and Humanity, MARTHA LETNROTH - color
and delicate expression, JEFF
WEISS- the artistic critique and generosity,
KEN WHITE- hand coloring and acuteness, TONY WANG
- the honesty as a
basic attitude for art.
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APPENDIX D Thesis Proposal
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Statement of Purpose:
The imaginary space of human thought is of concern to my
investigation. I will attempt to explore this realm of time and distorted
reality, with the use of altered photographic images. There is a space within
the human condition. I will attempt to represented this space and time;
detached, yet part of reality, it may represent the present and future.
Background Information:
What I find interesting is imaginary space. It is a kind of a
psychological space. The imaginary space I am speaking of involves both
more and less than reality. This space is both here and there, contains time,
both past and future. I am interested in the way people view physical reality
and illusion. They see something more and less than reality. The mind
extends what the eye sees beyond actual time and space. Conventional
photography shows limited reality. One can not directly photograph the
unknown territories of the human mind. Recently I have used
Polaroid /drawing and combination printing to explore these areas.
Procedure:
I want to photograph everyday life. Images
that show ideas and
emotions will be inserted into this reality. Thus, the human inner world and
the outer world will be connected in the view of reality and illusion. (What a
human is/ Where a human is involved/ What a
human does/What a
human think/ etc.) This final result will be
photographs which combine
images from various media including painting and drawing as well as
photography. In these images, photography will
represent everyday reality
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and other processes /media will show the imaginary space. My recent work
has included drawing and Polaroid collage as well as multiple image
photographs.
BriefBibliography:
1. Kathleen McCarthy Gauss, Inventions and Transformations The
Photographs of Thomas Barrow, The University of New Mexico Press, 1986.
2. Robert A. Sobieszek, Robert Fichter Photography and Other
Questions, University of New Mexico Press, 1983
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APPENDIX E Visual References
These were in the Thesis show, Between the Sky and the Earth, at RIT
Photo Gallery duringMarch 31-April 5, 1990 .
View of Installation vage 49
List of Slides page 50-51
1. Wheel of Fortune, 1989, Color print, 24x47".
2. Installation view, Entrance.
3. Hope & Lots of Love, 1989, Mixed media,
84x90x12"
(west wall).
4. Lots ofLove, Detail.
5. The front view of the installation (east wall).
6. Devil Garden, 1989-1990, Mixed media, 70x25x30", Detail.
7. Stuffed God, 1989, Mixed media, 87x34x25".
8. Trap, 65x15x4", Detail.
9. Trap, 1989-1990, Mixed media, 105x120x15".
10. Trap, Detail.
11. Vengeance, 1989-1990, Mixed media, 75x67x3".
12. FlowingDown, 1989, Mixed media (north wall).
13. FlowingDown I, Detail, 60x40x72".
14. FlowingDown II, Detail, 60x40x60".
15. FlowingDown III, Detail, 60x40x72".
16. The side view of the installation (south wall).
17. Another World, 1989-1990, Mixed media, 132x84x48".
18. Another World, Detail.
19. Between the Sky and the Earth, 1989-1990,
Mixed media,
129x119x40"
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Rodari, Florian. Collage, Rizzoli International Publications, Inc., 1988.
Rosenthal, Mark. Anselm Kiefer, Philadelphia Museum of Modern Art,
1987.
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